Science
In science we are going to
be thinking about ‘Animals
including Humans’ and
after half term we will be
thinking about ‘Variation’.
History
Our history focus will be
about a famous person
called ‘Florence
Nightingale’ and after
half term we will be
researching an historic
event ’Remembrance Day’.

Geography
This term our Geography
focus will be ‘Our School’.
We will be looking at
identifying features of
the site and uses of the
land.

Other subjects
RE
Children will be thinking
about ‘How do we say thank
you for our beautiful world’?
After half term we will look
at the ‘Festivals of light’.
Computing
Researching information
using the internet/
Introducing Powerpoint.
Design
Our focus will be designing,
making and evaluating a
Pizza.
Music
Children will carry on with
Music Express.
As ever we are always looking
for people to listen to readers
and so if anyone would like to
volunteer and you have a DBS
check, please come in to see
us, Thank you.
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Dear Parents/Carers

Literacy

Numeracy

Welcome to Year 2, we hope
everyone enjoyed their
summer break.
The topic we will be
covering this half term is
called ‘Me inside out’. Please
find enclosed further details
of subjects that we will be
covering during this term.

In literacy our narrative work will
be focused on ‘Stories in familiar
settings’. Children will be carrying
out a variety of activities based on
a collection of well known stories.
These will include work based
around characters, thinking about
the common features, retelling and
altering the stories and writing
their own story in the correct style.

Numeracy this term will see
us focusing on a variety of
subjects including number,
calculations involving the four
operations, data handling,
shapes and measure and
problem solving.

Regards

Our Non Fiction work will be based
around ‘Postcards and Letters’.
Children will be thinking about
aspects such as what these types of
texts are, why they are useful, the
common features and also writing
their own examples of these texts.

Mrs Compson-Lea

Our poetry work will be based on
songs and repetitive poems.

Mrs Spreadborough
&
Mrs Angell

We will also continue with phonics,
SPAG and guided reading activities .

If you have any questions
please don’t hesitate to pop
in and see us.

In addition to the daily
lessons we will be carrying out
various other numeracy
activities including mental
maths, multiplication practice,
Start of Day Activities which
call for children to use a
variety of numeracy skills.
We will also be looking at our
2, 5 and 10 x table club and
number bond club. If you
could continue to support your
child in practicing these skills
at home that would be
brilliant.

